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28.	What is the Morse call sign and its answer?
A succession of double separate A's, answered by a succession of T*&
29.	What does B T (—...—) mean?
Just a break between the call up and the text of the message to be
transmitted. It also serves to indicate that the receiver is ready'to
read. It is answered by the receiving ship repeating it back.
30r. What does G (— — •) signify?
It indicates that the sender wishes the receiver of the message to
repeat back everything word for word as received instead of replying
to each word by the general acknowledgment T.
31.	What does W (• — —) signify?
It is made by the receiving ship at any stage of the message to
inform the transmitting ship that her signal light is not properly trained
or burning oadly. The transmitting ship should show his signalling light
steady whilst adjusting it until the receiving ship ceases to make T7's.
32.	What is the space sign?
The space sign is II (*» ««) and is used to separate the repeat
signs A A A B W A and W B from the words or groups asked to
be repeated.
33.	How may a mistake in sending be rectified!
By the sending ship making Erase (••»•»•«) a succession of J?'s,
which is repeated by the receiving ship. The sender then repeats the
last word or group which was correctly signalled and carries on with
the rest of the message.
34.	What does TJD («« — — «..) mean?
It means repeat the message, or such part of it as may be indicated
by A A (aH after), A B (all before), W A (word after), W B (word
before).
35.	Describe flag letters D, Et F, ft
Z> is yellow, blue, yellow horizontal stripes, the blue being treble
the depth of the yellow stripes.
JB is blue over red horizontal half and hall
f is white with a red diamond.
O is six equal vertical stripes yellow and blue.

